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DOES YOUR COMPANY NEED THE
COMPETITIVE EDGE

You could have the edge with your own SLAB

Slabs have set the standards. In today's very
competitive Slab market, you either sell someone else's
Slabs and work for pennies or you create your own
Company Slab.

ADVANTAGES TO SLABBING :
1. Slab for other dealers
2. Slab for your customers
3. Slab to compete
4. Slab your promotional sale items
5. Slab your own coins, make sure they

are yours

Our Company has been the innovator in offering

MS .61

Slabbing operations to the industry. Our Slabs are the most technologically
advanced in the industry today.
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The smallest, most compact Slab on the market offers:
1. The longest shelf life of any Slab.
2. Stackable and locking reeded edges
3. Clear Hard Acrilic Plastic
4. Fits in standard 2 by 2 coin boxes
5. Stands up in Coin Showcases
6. Tamperproof

You could do all the work yourself: make your own master die , make

about 40 coin size dies (Circumference Dies) and hope there wouldn't be too

many mistakes. You'd have to plan on spending about 10 months to perfect

your product and you might have a good slab. I forgot to tell you, plan on

spending about $150.000. You also need a lot of technical engineering

experience.

For as little as $7500.00 you can have the perfect Slab Operation

with your Company name on it. You will be operational in about 6 weeks time

with 1,000 Slabs to start, a leased $12,800 Sonic Welding Machine, technical

backup support and training which is included in the price above. We have

already done this for over a half dozen companies. Cost of Slabs range from

$1.75 to $1.00 depending on quantities ordered.

Join someone else's Slab Network

and work for peanuts or
Create your own ALTERNATIVE SLAB

The new MINISLAB is the only Slab case which is totally tamperproof. The male

and female reeded edges of each half of the Slab create a seal when sonically welded

which makes it impossible to pry open without cracking the hard plastic. Unlike other Slabs on the market, the
MINISLAB does not soften or separate when heated, it Melts! The only Slab which is stackable for easy storage,
the MINISLAB measures 2" x 23/4" and fits neatly into a vest pocket or standard 2"x2" coin boxes. If you want
longer lasting security, superior quality, and accurate grading, there is only one CLEAR choice

THE ANSWER TO YOUR SLAB NEEDS LIES HERE WITH ACCUGRADE
Accugrade does not sell or License the name Accugrade in any Slab operation.

ACCUGRADE, INC.
CORPORATEJIEADQVARTERS
P.o. BOX 4304

GREENWICH , CONNECTICUT 06830
(203) 968-0634


